
 



Sl. No. Bidder Queries MTML Clarifications

1 SECTION-IV(A) 29 - Interconnect Partners  a) Do operators provide Interconnect partners plan and rate?
Yes, will be provided. As per Clause  Rating and billing for interconnect 
SMS (A2P & P2P)

2
SECTION-IV(A) 29 - Interconnect Partners  b) If not, do we need to integrate with any other systems to get the 
information?

The integration with CS Charging Gateway for collection of Offline CDR 
information to be explored for IUC cases as per Clause 29, Section IV A of 
RFP.

3
SECTION –IV (B) 3.1.2 Common SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA for CDMA, GSM, UMTS, LTE, IMS, VoLTE etc is 
required to be deployed. - Q1: Is MTML network still having CDMA network? Q2: And are LTE, IMS/VoLTE already 
deployed in the MTML network?  

Pl. refer 3.1.2 Common SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA for GSM, 
UMTS, LTE, IMS, VoLTE, 5G etc is required to be deployed. MTML does 
not have CDMA network, but the interoperatability support will be 
needed. MTML network has GSM, UMTS and LTE and has planned for 
IMS/ VoLTE deployments.

4 4.4 – Elaborate the scope of 2-Way SMS
4.4 The 2-Way SMS here refers to Inbound and Outbound to MTML 
network.

5
4.8 – Cell ID is not part of standard HLR Query (SRI_FOR_SM Response). Is it required exclusively for MTML? If YES, do 
we need to do an ATI query to HLR for the information?

Pl. refer 47. The HLR lookup should check validity and status of the 
mobile number including IMSI of the mobile number, the MSC of active 
mobile number, Current Cell ID. In case of Cell ID, if cannot be obtained 
from HLR, the same can be tagged from Offline CDRs on the MSC.

6 5.1 -  35 - Is this related to RCS? Explain the scope.
35. SMSC shall support the Calling party icon. This function is for the IP-
SMS.

7
5.1 - 48 – Is IP-SM-GW already deployed in the MTML network or it needs to be bundled with an SMSC solution? 
Please elaborate.

Presently IP-SM-GW is not deployed, but needs to be bundled with SMSC 
solution.

8
As we understand there is need for Interenamation message more like SMS Hub, would like to know the required tps 
for SMS Hub 

The TPS support can be dimensioned in the proposal, minimum TPS is 
mentioned in RFP.

9
What is the required traffic or TPS for Bulk Broadcase from the platform, traffic mainly required for A2P Message. A2P 
TPS is required

The total TPS support can be dimensioned in the proposal, minimum TPS 
requirement is mentioned in the RFP.

10
What is the percentage of 2G, 3G and what is the percentage of 4G subcriber or tps to be be considered for 4G. 4G 
percengage

All 400K to be considered as 2G/3G/4G.

11
Based on the subsciber base and BHSM and based on assumption, we assume MTML might  required 300 TPS SMSC 
and SMSF 300 TPS Please confirm. Please confirm the tps as per assumption in the table stated on thee requited tps 
for SMSC =300 and SMSF = 300

The TPS support can be dimensioned in the proposal, minimum TPS is 
mentioned in RFP.

12 Is DND based on category or only MSISDN blacklisting. Query: Please confirm on the approach DND is based on both Category and MSISDN.

13
For Revenue share proposal please confirm: Total SMSC message in Day/Month. Please share traffic of  P2P message 
& A2P Message &International Message

All the capacity and BHSM are mentioned in the RFP. For revenue share 
may consider total capacity for each type.

14 Total traffic on A2P message projected in year 2 and year 3.
The projections will depend on the market condition. The system should 
be dimensioned for capacity mentioned in RFP considering total BHSM.

15 Price per message for A2P message. In USD charged for A2P SMSC.
The projections will depend on the market condition. The system should 
be dimensioned for capacity mentioned in RFP considering total BHSM.

16 Should we consider Physical Server or Virtual HW. Virtualization would be preffered.
17 For Virtualization OVM is used. Please confirm if same if fine. As per industry standards.
18 Mysql DB will be used. Please confirm. As per RFP.

19 How are postpaid and prepaid subscribers differentiated? Is it Based on MSISDN series?
There is no segregation based on MSISDN. Prepaid & Postpaid are 
charged Online.

20 Please share the Charging specifications. Query: Need document on Charging specificaiton of MTML. This can be shared with successful bidder.
21 Please share the existing CP details to be migrated on to new platform, need details on Interface. This can be shared with successful bidder.

Annexure-I (Clarifications in respect of RFP No: MTML/SMSC/RFP/ 2020/1 Dated: 03.08.2020)
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22 Please confirm if it Is Single Site or two site deployment . Should we consider only Primary site. total numbre of Site Single site deployment. 

23
Need information on whether virtual infra or physical infra needs to be proposed. If virtual infra needs to be proposed 
then physical infra for the same would be provided by MTML or Comviva needs to propose the same. please confirm 
if Comviva need to procure HW for Virtual infra also.

As per RFP hardware needs to be provided by the bidder.

24
The connectivity for SMS can be completed via bilateral agreement between operators, connections to SMS hubs, 
SMS aggregators, SMPP partners for A2P Local and International, P2P and A2P SMS partners. Query: As we 
understand Bilateral agreement will  be owned by MTML.

Yes, all agreements exisiting and new with SMS partners will be owned by 
MTML.

25
Message waiting indicators for SMS from voice mail center with different icons. Query: This is a functionality present 
in handset. Not applicable for SMSC please confirm on the expecation from SMSC side.

The normal SMS and the SMS from special or assigned sources should be 
shown on Calling ID with icons as in case of IP-SMS.

26 SMSC shall support the Calling party icon. Need clarity and use case. This function is for IP-SMS

27
SMS aggregator functions need to be supported. Query: Need details on what type of aggregator function that is 
needed.

As per RFP and industry standards.

28
With specific technical aspects - Protocol is manipulated to send messages bypassing the normal procedure for 
message sending. Query: Need clarity and use case.

This clause is related to SMS security. Normal Procedure as per 3GPP or 
GSMA standards are bypassed for sending SMS.

29
The system shall have provision to online transfer of data and CDRs from Master to Standby server all the time. Query 
:CDRs will be written in centralized node. So no online transfer needed.

May pl. refer the Backup clause in RFP.

30
MT Load Control: When the SMSC sends MT messages to a specific MSC, it shall control message traffic to the MSC in 
a certain threshold which is preconfigured for each MSC. Query: Threshold is as per TPS or total volume. Once the 
threshold is reached what is the action to be taken?

Both options should be available.

31
The SMSC shall provide multiple re-trial profiles based on the cause-code of non-delivery together with 
programmable re-trial duration for each cause-code through MMI commands. Query: Retry configurations is 
configured though GUI. MMI commands cannot be used.

If the GUI can support retry for configurations seperately for each  cause-
code, may mention the  proposed solution.

32
The system shall operate in three (3) environments, namely Production, Test and Training. And it shall be possible to 
transfer production environment data to Test/Train environment. Query: As per our understanding train setup is 
staging setup. Please confirm.

Shall be possible to transfer production environment data to Test/Train 
environment as per RFP.

33

Interception of SMS through integrated LIS system. Support for GMLC/SMLC with standard interfaces is desired 
whenever MTML deploys these on its the network. Query: Lawful interception can be done by ftping the cdrs to 
remote system. Lawful Interception groups can also be created in GUI to configure the MSISDNs to be intercepted. 
Need clarity on GMLC/SMLC systems, call flow and use case.

Standard interface support as per 3GPP / GSMA is desired.

34 Is IP-SMGW supported in network? Or should be provided in UNO. Please confirm if we need to propsoed IPSM. Yes, IP-SMS Gateway support is needed and as per MTML requirement.

35

It shall be possible in the SMSC to define criteria based filters to block transmission of SMS satisfying the defined 
criteria. The SMSC shall route all such messages to an appropriate database and provide an analysis and management 
report of such messages through interactive and in telligent GUI in the OMC. The report and analysis shall be as per 
the customization requirements of MTML. Query: Need clarity on the OMC system and example for criteria to be 
enabled and sample reports.

Sample reports can be shared with successful bidder.

36

The SMS will be used for various use cases: Person-to-Person (P2P), Application-to-Person(A2P),for generating 
significant wholesale interconnection revenues and also valid for MioT (Mobile Internet of Things), OTA (Over the Air) 
messaging for (U)SIM (UMTS Subscriber Identify Module) provisioning, IP (Internet Protocol) session wake-up etc. 
Query: Use case of MiOT and IP sesson wake up.

As per industry standards and RFP

37

The SMSC , SMSC Firewall MCA, OTA platform shoul d be configured for ease of expansion. It shall support all MAP 
and CAMEL versions . Support SMPP, UCP, CIMD , HTTP, WSDL, XML, UDP Protocol s. SIGTRAN, SS7, M2PA, M3UA, IP 
protocols support is desired along with the 3GPP standard interfaces. Query: CAMEL version support is required for 
which flow? UDP to be supported for which flow?

As per industry standards and RFP

38
The system must be capable of processing at TPS more than 500. Overall TPS calculation coming aroung 200 TPS. 
Query: What TPS are we expecting to be 500?

Total traffic to be considered as per RFP.
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39
 Software development tools required for system customization and development of additional sub modules, screens, 
reports shall be provided. Query: Please provide clarity on what type of sub module development you are looking at.

All the features and funciton mentioned should be covered as per RFP.

40
The system shall have software tools to manage administrative and billing data of different types of services and 
facility available in the SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA system. Need Clarity

All the features and funciton mentioned should be covered as per RFP.

41 Dynamic Querying facilities. Need clarity As per RFP

42
The offered RDBMS shall have commit and rollback for a unit of work. UNO supports both Oracle and Mysql. Oracle 
has commit and rolllback. However same is not supported in Mysql. So please confirm on Data base to be consdiered. 
Also does MTML have oracle license which can be used.

The RDBMS shall be as per RFP clause 17, Section IV (B)

43 For diameter charging which protocol is used? confirm the protocol. System should support all 3GPP charging protocols.

44
 In-Content data analytics based on cubes and multiple dimensions to be provided. Query: What kind of data 
analytics?. Need clarity

This is for content filtering and as per industry standards.

45
1.1 Notify the subscriber on who called and when. This information can, according to preferences, be communicated 
via SMS, USSD or voice response. It should offers a user friendly click to call functionality via USSD. Query: What is 
meant by 'Voice Response'? What is meant by 'Offer a User-friendly click to call functionality via USSD'?

This refers to USSD notification in case of MCA. And Voice Response on 
SIP for MCA as per RFP.

46
1.4 The Voice Mail Box function can also be included along with the MCA platform. Query: Is standalone MCA and 
VMC+MCA tightly coupled platforms both required?

Voice mail box function tightly coupled with the MCA as per RFP.

47
1.5 Group notification based on Calling party. Query: What is meant by 'Group Notification"? Provide a use-case if 
possible. (E.g.: - Is this for corporate groups?)

Notificaiton for group assigned lines/ numbers as per RFP.

48
1.8 Support querying alerts for user or group. Query: Clarify what is meant by 'group'? Please provide a use-case for 
this scenario. (E.g.: - Assuming it is for a corporate group, should the MCA notification be sent for all members 
assigned to the relevant corproate group)

Query for the alerts sent to individual or groups as per RFP.

49

1.10 The existing MCA data should be migrated to new system and have parallel runs. Only when results of these 
parallel runs are acceptable to MTML , the system shall be put in commercial use. Query: Please confirm whether the 
existing platfrom is a subscription based service. Please specify scope of information that is expected to be migrated. 
Other than subscriber base information(if it is a subscription based service) and malibox information what needs to be 
migrated? 

Presently MCA is monthly subscription based service for both Prepaid 
and Post paid customers as per RFP. Kindly note both Prepaid and 
Postpaid are using Online Charging.

50
1.13Offer MCA App / thin client which can help drive their digital roadmap. What is meant by 'Thin Client'? What is 
mean by 'MCA App'?

As per RFP.

51
1.14 Online Charging / Offline Charging of MCA services is desired. If the prepaid / postpaid user does not have 
balance / credit should activate as soon as he recharges his account. Query: Explain how charging should occur. 
Should charging be done for VMS? (i.e. size of the voice mail box)? Is there a Subsription fee for MCA service?

Yes presently the subscription is monthly for both Prepaid and Postpaid 
users as per RFP.

52

2.1 The system shall support Online / Offline Charging of SMS, MCA and OTA services on Diameter. And needs to 
intergrate with the billing / OCS for correct charging and reconciliations. The DCC support shall be as per exisitng 
industry standards and follow the 3GPP specifications. Query: What is meant by 'Offline Charging'? Is this a batch 
process based charging functionality with reference to the CDR's? For offline charging, do we have to write CDR's and 
push them to the requested location? For online charging, VMS - charge for Voice mail box , MCA - subscription based 
charging. Confirm if the above charging methods align with the line item requirement.

Both Prepaid and Pospaid are charged Online, as per RFP.

53
2.2 ON-LINE charging in real time and shall generate data for differential charging for the prepaid subscribers and post 
paid subscribers. Query: OPERATOR XY  has both prepaid and post paid subscribers are CAMEL and presently using 
diameter for Online charging of both type of customers. Please provide more information on this feature.

Prepaid and Postpaid are using CAMEL (Online Charging). Charging for 
Voice and SMS is by diameter.

54
1. What kind of charging model is applicable here? Is the subscriber charged for each MCA that’s delivered? Or is it 
just a subscription? Please confirm.

Presently MCA is monthly subscription based service. 
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55

7.1    Notify the subscriber on who called and when. This information can, according to preferences, be communicated 
via SMS, USSD or voice response. It should offers a user friendly click to call functionality via USSD. Query: Notify me 
will go to only on-net suscriber. How MCA system will get to know whether it is a on-net subscriber or off net 
subscriber ?

As per RFP

56

7.2    All the missed call senarios as per 3GPP would be supported. MCA should keep track of all the calls 
missed due to the subscriber’s state of being, busy / out of coverage area / not able to answer the call or the 
mobile phone being switched off. Immediately after a change in the state of subscriber or the handset being 
switched on, missed calls alert shall be notified via SMS. Does request will come to MCA system over SIP 
signaling ?

The MCA needs to support SIP. This is as per RFP

57
7.4    The Voice Mail Box function can also be included along with the MCA platform. Voice mail system is 
altogether is a separate product. Does it mean you need a combined product which have MCA and VMS 
product functionality. Kindly confirm.

Voice mail box function tightly coupled with the MCA as per RFP.

58 7.5    Group notification based on Calling party. Does that mean single SMS should deliver to calling party ? 
Kindly share the requirement in detail.

Notificaiton for group assigned lines/ numbers as per RFP.

59 7.8    Support querying alerts for user or group. Query for the alerts sent to individual or groups as per RFP.

60

7.10   The existing MCA data should be migrated to new system and have parallel runs. Only when results of 
these parallel runs are acceptable to MTML, the system shall be put in commercial use. kindly help us to 
understant the requirement of MCA system run parallel. Once system is migrated, current system will not 
receive any traffic.

Parallel run is needed to ensure the servcies offered to the customers are 
uninterrupted during the whole process of testing and migration as per 
RFP.

61
7.11   MCA can club with a static / dynamic campaign manager and can concatenate promo messages in the 
MCA service message. how MCA system will get dynamic message ? Is there any tool available to integrate 
and get the message ?

MCA Messages should be dynamically configurable, as per RFP.

62
7.14   Online Charging / Offline Charging of MCA services is desired. If the prepaid / postpaid user does not 
have balance / credit should activate as soon as he recharges his account. What is the protocol to integrate 
with opertor IN/OCS node ?

Presently MCA is monthly subscription based service for both Prepaid 
and Postpaid customers as per RFP. Kindly note both Prepaid and 
Postpaid are using OnlineCharging.

63
7. Training . The contractor shall provide 20 man weeks of training. Query: Kindly confirm if this is for all the products 
put together - the number of Man hours.

The training mentioned is for all products put together as per RFP. 

64
Section VII , Part- B For SMS Firewall- pricing . Query: Kindly confirm if we can submit only one pricing in Table V 
instead of Table TABLE 1- B 

Yes, as per RFP.

65
Section V, Schedule of Requirements 2.4- Cost of Managed Services( Per Month) . Query: We need more clarity on 
this section.

Section V, clause 2.4 refers to SMS Firewall if OPEX based.

66 Does MTML allow partial bidding that bidder only proposes the SMS Firewall?
Yes. Bidder can submmit proposal for only SMS Firewall if he intends to 
supply. All elements will be evaluated seperately.

67
We have several technical teams reviewing the document. Could MTML extend the clarification submission to Aug25 
(Tue)?

As per RFP.

68
SECTION –IV (A) 31. Emergency flow. Query: May we know more details on current call flow for SMS charging, OCS 
failure and how it works for offline charging.

In case of Emergency / OCS failure the OFFline CDRs generated at SMSC 
are taken by OCS for charging the customers. As mentioned in RFP.

69
SECTION –IV (A) 3.16 Welcome SMS for roamers In-bound and Out-bound. Query:  How SMSC  will get inbound and 
Outboud subscriber details ?  Do we need to tap internatinal roaming links too?

Informations can be taken from VLR or HLR as mentioned in RFP.

70 3. For MCA/Voice mailbox can we assume the SIP connectivity will provided or we need to do on TDM. The MCA needs to support SIP. This is as per RFP

71  4. What is the subscriber base for MCA as of now? What is the current monthly subscription charge for MCA?
Presently MCA is monthly subscription based service for both Prepaid 
and Post paid customers as per RFP. Kindly note both Prepaid and 
Postpaid are using OnlineCharging.
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72

The bidder or their parent company or the OEM must possess experience in supply, installation and commissioning of 
quoted system handling of at least two Mobile Service Providers having at least 500,000 subscribers each. Query:- 
Does it is mandatory for bidder to have experience in these particular solution or any other Telco solution will also be 
considered.

The experience is mandatory as per clause 3, Section II.

73

The bidder shall submit references in the form of a certificate with company seal from the network operator signed 
by the senior official of the company (including name, designation, telephone number, fax numbers and e-mail id of 
the signatory and that of the company) of all such existing networks in operation. References shall be considered valid 
provided the networks mentioned thereof are existing and are in operation for the period as mentioned above. 
References shall also mention performance of network equipment supplied and installed. Query:- Bidder in this case 
supply telecom services through local country partner, further country partner having agreement with telecom 
operator. We can provide certificate from our local country partner authorization letter that particular solution is 
being provided by bidder in this Telco through country partner.

Yes. MOU with the Local partner. Certificate issued to you and the local 
partner mentioning the project.

74

The bidder should have a minimum turnover of USD 1 million each in the last two financial years. The turnover of the 
parent company in case of a local subsidiary would be taken into consideration. Query:-Bidder in this case have 
multiple local sister companies that over all have turnover of the amount mentioned above. Should bidder provide 
the balance sheet for all the entities at time of submission of RFP.

Yes, along with the MOU with sister concerns.

75

The bid security of the unsuccessful Vendor will be returned as promptly as possible and in any event not later than 
45 days after the placement of firm Purchase Order by the Purchaser or on expiry of the offer validity whichever is 
earlier.  Query:- in Case of unsuccessful bid , will there be any deduction  from security bid that would be transferred 
back to bidder. 

The Bid security is refundable once the biddding process is completed, as 
per Clause 11 of Section II of the RFP.

76

The vendor will make his own arrangement for the storage of the goods at Mauritius. He will transport the goods to 
the required Site as per the requirement of the turnkey project at his cost including transportation, handling charges 
etc.  Query:- Will Hardware vendor based out of other country will be reimbursed the cost of storage of goods and 
transfer of goods locally if required against the Bill 

MTML will not deal with the Hardware vendor seperately. Bidder will be 
the responsible for all hardware and software supply, installation, testing 
and commissioning. And also warranty and AMC.  In case of 3rd party 
hardware, bidder need to have a back to back contract. The hardware can 
be shipped directly to Mauritius for delivery at MTML as per RFP to the 
consignee and all charges to be paid by the supplier. According CIF 
Mauritius.

77
At the time of opening of bid will it be mandatory for vendor representatives to be physically present at MTML 
premises. Is there any way of online presence.

As per clause 19.1, Section II of RFP, it is not mandatory for vendor 
representatives to be physically present at MTML premises, this is 
optional.  There is no Online presence.

78
During evaluation of technical offer can vendor presentation can be done online or it would be mandatory to be 
present in premises.

The evaluation of Technical Offer can be done online and vendor 
presentation will be considered.

79 Case of software solution there is no clause of some advance payment release . Can it be considered.
There is no advance payment for the Software & Services as per RFP 
clause 10, Section III of RFP.

80
Based on the RFP it appears you require 400,000 subscribers with 100 CDRS per day.  Can we assume the daily 
capacity is 40,000,000 SMS messages per day?

The BHSM is already specified on the RFP for dimensioning. The CDR 
capacity mentioned here is for the storage.

81

Section II, 3.II and 3.III, p.6 - We have had experience handling the traffic requirements stated in the RFP, with both a 
cost effective solution and a very scalable solution. However, the Service Providers served were either of less than 
500,000 subscribers or the companies were purchased by AT&T and Verizon.  Would this affect the eligibility of being 
considered as a potential vendor?

The experince is mandatory as per RFP.

82
Section IV(B), 5.1.8, p. 40 - There is a requirement that the system must be capable of processing at TPS more than 
500.   Do you have an estimate on what the peak burst capacity needs to be?

RFP has mention for the BHSM and the traffic handling capacity in 
additiion to TPS here which is a minimum requirement. The maximum 
burst should include all type of traffics and traffic model can be 
submitted as supportive document.
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83
The MCA appears to have Voice Mail functionality.  Do you support SIP and how many calls would you expect on a 
daily basis?

Yes, we support SIP / VoIP. Based on 400K and MCA generated we can 
allot the number of ports. May propose details in technical docs.

84
Does MTML have a 3rd party USSD server from ZTE, and if so what is the interface to the USSD. If the vendor is to 
provide the USSD module how many messages per day?

The USSD platform is presently from ZTE which will be replaced. For MCA 
alerts on USSD the bidder may propose solution.

85 Section III, 15.2(c), p.24 - What account migration data will be provided?
The migration clause here refers to SMSC and MCA platforms. SMSC has 
SMPP accounts for A2P amd P2P SMS. And MCA has customer accounts.

86
Section I, 3 (iv), p. 3 - Would a vendor still be considered if no Over the Air (OTA) System was quoted? We believe this 
function is best served by your SIM provider.

Yes, you can bid for all or some elements.

87
Section II, 3 (IV), p. 6 - We are a privately owned company as such, our financial statements are not audited by a third 
party, however we will make available our financials and bank references. Will this eliminate us from the evaluation 
process?

As per RFP.

88
We will review the options of our government providing financing assistance to MTML.  Will this have an influence on 
the evaluation process?

Pl. clarify this point in the bid documnet. Both OPEX and revenue share 
models are allowed as per RFP.

89
Section III, 7, p. 20 - All training will be performed remotely (with video and screen sharing capabilities) on our 
software and its operation due to COVID-19. Will this eliminate us from the evaluation process? 

Yes, can be considered depending on the situation arising at later stage.

90
Section IV(B), 3.16, p. 38? -Will services will be strictly for on Island subscribers or will there be additional tourist short-
term prepaid SIMs  that require activation?

The system provided should be dimensioned to the capacity mentioned 
in RFP.

91 Section IV(B), 4.5, p. 39 Can you elaborate further on the requirements for Virtual Mobile Number?
Virtual Mobile Number: here refers to numbers Local, Toll Free, long, 
short numbers not having any physical line or sim.

92
Section IV(B), 7.1, p. 46 - Does MTML have a 3rd party USSD server from ZTE, and if so what is the interface to the 
USSD? If the vendor is to provide the USSD module, how many messages per day?

The USSD platform is presently from ZTE which will be replaced. For MCA 
alerts on USSD the bidder may propose solution.

93
Section IV(B), 13, p.53 - Does MTML have an existing virtualized environment/platform (e.g. VMware, Openstack, 
etc.)? Instead of providing the physical hardware, we will provide a response with a hardware recommendation as we 
believe this is the best solution vs. dedicated hardware. Would this eliminate us from the evaluation process?

The hardware supply is mandatory. May tie up with hardware supplier 
and provide MTML a complete solution.

94
Section IV(B), 18, p.54 - All software will be installed remotely due to COVID-19. Will this eliminate us form the 
evaluation process?

Yes, can be considered depending on the situation arising at a later stage 
and the progress of project.

95
ii. The main features of existing SMSC are annexed below. It should be ensured that all existing features available in 
the current system are made available in the proposed new SMSC. Would you provide the existing SMSC main 
features?

All the features mentioned in Detailed Technical of RFP are to be 
supplied. The exisitng features can be shared during the Technical 
discussions. 

96
3.8 Online charging of SMS, MCA & OTA services should be available from date of commissioning of network. What 
about the scenario for Online Charging of MCA?
Is it charging for each MCA message that like SMS message?

The MCA is presently based on monthly fees for both Pre-paid and Post-
paid. Pre-paid needs to be charged online and Post-paid based in monthly 
bills.

97

3.11 Online Charging of all SMS, MCA and OTA services shall be possible. For MCA the monthly rentals will be charged 
for the Post paid customers. For SMS diameter / SMPP protocol to be used for charging the SMS, both prepaid and 
post paid customers need to be charged Online locally and while roaming. What about the scenario for Online 
Charging of OTA? Which message of OTA need to be charged by online?

The Online Charging for OTA services, will be needed if there are special 
configurations, app to be loaded to the users, e-sims to be made active 
etc.

98
7.14 Online Charging / Offline Charging of MCA services is desired. If the prepaid / postpaid user does not have 
balance / credit should activate as soon as he recharges his account. If Offline Charging of MCA services, is it use CDR 
files to charge? Normally MCA service is charged by monthly rental fee.

The MCA is presently based on monthly fees for both Pre-paid and Post-
paid. Pre-paid needs to be charged online and Post-paid based in monthly 
bills.

99
SECTION –IV (B) 2.1.1  The SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA & OTA should be dimensioned to serve 400K subsricbers and 
BHSM of 800K. Query: Nornally, the number of MCA and OTA subscriber capacity is less than SMSC, and MCA and OTA 
is no particular BHSM duration for capablity. Please explain the subscriber capacity about MCA and OTA.

The capacity and dimensioning for all elements is as per RFP. 
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100
SECTION –IV (B), 5. 1 General SMSC Requirements: 8.  The system must be capable of processing at TPS more than 
500. Query :The SMS processing includes MO and MT. Does the 500 TPS requirement of capacity  include MO and 
MT? Kindly please advise the SMSC should demension according to 400K subscriber or 500 TPS?

The capacity and dimensioning for all elements is as per RFP. Both the 
requiremets are to be met as per RFP.

101

SECTION - II, 10. Prices: The prices quoted shall be CIF at Mauritius and shall be in US DOLLAR for all items as per the 
schedule of requirement (Section-V) and other items, if any, strictly in appropriate price schedule tables attached to 
these documents as per Section VII. The Purchaser shall be responsible for paying all the duties/ levies on  equipment  
&  software  within  Mauritius  and  the  duties/  levies  outside Mauritius shall be responsibility of the Vendor. Query: 
According CIF Mauritius, so MTML will be in charge of  customs clearance and transportation from  sea port to 
warehouse.right?

As per RFP.

102

SECTION - III, 6. Delivery & Warehousing : The vendor will make his own arrangement for the storage of the goods at 
Mauritius.  He  will  transport  the  goods  to  the  required  Site  as  per  the requirement of the turnkey project at his 
cost including transportation, handling charges etc. Query: According to CIF incoterm, MTML should take the 
responsibility of  warehouse.

As per RFP.

103

SECTION - III, 8. Warranty: The warrant shall be for one year after the taking over of equipments. Contractor shall 
warrant that stores supplied shall be new and free from all defects and faults in material, workmanship and 
manufacture and shall be of the highest grade and consistent with the established and generally accepted standards 
for materials of the type ordered and shall perform in full conformity with the specifications and drawings. Query: 
According to CIF incoterm, MTML should take the responsibility of  warehouse.

As per RFP.

104
Section VI  Delivery Schedule: B.  Commencement of  Supply of Equipments within 3 months from  the date of PO.  
Query: Is that mean the goods should arrive in Mauritius within 3 months?

As per RFP.

105
SECTION - III, 7. Training: The Contractor shall provide training for 20 man weeks to personnel (Technical and Finance) 
of the Purchaser. Query :What does the "  20 man weeks " mean? Does it mean that: Five-working-days training for 
20 trainees？

As per RFP.

106
1)    Can we participate in RFP by providing the solution only for the requirement Part-B: SMS Firewall as managed 
service?

Yes, pl. refer Section IV A, clause 8. And SECTION-VII. 

107 2)    Are we allowed to provide SMS Firewall on cloud?
No. The deployment of the Firewall solution will be done at MTML 
Mauritius.

108 We provide the complete managed service for SMS and our business model is based on revenue share on SMS.
Yes, pl. refer Section IV A, clause 8. And SECTION-VII. 

109
Commercial offer: As per RFP requirement commercial offer is based on Capex and Opex i.e. SMS Firewall platform 
cost, installation fee and maintenance charge. Query: Are we allowed to offer Revenue Share model as commercial 
offer i.e. not using the Table-B?

Yes, it is acceptable.

110 11. Bid Security: Is Bid security of USD 5,000 mandatory? We request to wave-off this one.
The Bid security is mandatory and refundable once the biddding process 
is completed, as per Clause 11 of Section II of the RFP.

111 SECTION - II , 3. Vendors Eligibility Criteria. Query: is it mandatory to give references. Yes, it is mandaroty to give references as per RFP.

112
 Tools for file transfer from proposed SMSC, SMS Firewall, MCA and OTA system and backup to standby servers, local 
clients, remote clients. Query: Please clarify what need to do through file transfer?

This refers to configuration  and software backup of all elements to be 
supplied including CDR generated on these.

Your offer complete in all respects as per enclosed documents must reach latest by 15.00 Hrs. of 15th September 
2020 at the following address. Query: Are we not allowed send the response by email? If require only physical copy 
then is submission by courier applicable or not?

113
The physical copies should reach MTML before the due date as per RFP. 
Submission by Courier or Post is allowed.
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